Abstract. Let G be the group of order-preserving automorphisms of the rationals Q, or the group of colour-preserving automorphisms of the C-coloured random graph R C . We show that given any non-identity f A G, there exists g A G such that every automorphism in G is the limit of a sequence of automorphisms generated by f and g. Moreover, if, in some sense, f has no finite structure, then g can be chosen with a great deal of flexibility.
Introduction and statement of the main theorems
In this paper we consider finitely generated dense subgroups of the following Polish groups: AutðQ;cÞ, the order-preserving automorphisms of the rationals Q and AutðR C Þ, the colour-preserving automorphisms of the C-coloured random graph R C . We say that a Polish group G with a dense 2-generated subgroup is topologically 2-generated. There is an extensive list of Polish groups that are topologically 2-generated. For example, the symmetric group S y on the natural numbers; the automorphism group AutðR C Þ of the C-coloured random graph [12] ; the group of homeomorphisms Hð2 N Þ of the Cantor space (Kechris and Rosendal [9, Theorem 2.10]); the automorphism group AutðX ; mÞ of a standard measure space ðX ; mÞ (Grzaslewicz [6] and Prasad [13] ); the group of isometries of the Urysohn space (Solecki [15] ). Although some of these examples are recent, the topic of finite topological generation can be traced back to the 1934 paper of Schreier and Ulam [14] where they showed that the continuous functions on ½0; 1 n , n d 1, with the compact-open topology are topologically 5-generated.
If G is any of the groups listed above, then G satisfies a stronger property: there exist f ; g A G such that fg Àn fg n : n A Zg is dense in G. Such a group G is said to have a cyclically dense conjugacy class. If G has a cyclically dense conjugacy class, then clearly it is both topologically 2-generated and has a dense conjugacy class. Polish groups in general, and automorphism groups of Fraïssé limits in particular, with dense or comeagre conjugacy classes have been extensively studied. Several of the groups given above can be viewed as automorphism groups of Fraïssé limits: ðN; ¼Þ is the Fraïssé limit of the class of finite sets; ðQ;cÞ is the Fraïssé limit of the class of finite linear orders; R C is the Fraïssé limit of the class of finite C-coloured graphs; Hð2 N Þ is isomorphic to AutðB y Þ where B y is the countable atomless Boolean algebra, i.e. the Fraïssé limit of the class of finite Boolean algebras. If G is a Polish group with a comeagre conjugacy class, then G is said to have generic elements. The significance of generic elements is that they utilize and interrelate the topological and algebraic structures of the group. The study of generic automorphisms was initiated by Truss [17] and Lascar [11] . In [17] , Truss proved that AutðR C Þ and AutðQ;cÞ have comeagre conjugacy classes and described their elements explicitly. Other examples of groups with generic elements include the following: the random poset (Kuske and Truss [10] ), many o-stable, @ 0 -categorical structures (Hodges, Hodkinson, Lascar and Shelah [7] ); the free group on countably many generators (Bryant and Evans [2] ); the isometry group of the rational Urysohn space (Solecki [15] ); the group of Haar measure preserving homeomorphisms of the Cantor space (Kechris and Rosendal [9] ); the group of Lipschitz homeomorphisms of the Baire space (Kechris and Rosendal [9] ); the group of homeomorphisms of the Cantor space (Akin, Glasner, and Weiss [1] , Kechris and Rosendal [9] ). Let K be a Fraïssé limit and let AutðKÞ be its automorphism group. Kechris and Rosendal [9] showed that the existence of a dense conjugacy class in AutðKÞ is equivalent to the systems of isomorphisms between finite substructures of K having the joint embedding property. They also showed that the existence of generic automorphisms of K is equivalent to the systems of isomorphisms between finite substructures of K having the joint embedding property and the weak amalgamation property.
Prasad [13] proved that fð f ; gÞ A AutðX ; mÞ 2 : f ; g topologically generate AutðX ; mÞg is comeagre in AutðX ; mÞ 2 where ðX ; mÞ is a standard measure space. Let K be a Fraïssé limit and let G ¼ AutðKÞ be its automorphism group. Then, as pointed out in Kechris and Rosendal [9, p. 315] , the set D ¼ fð f ; gÞ A G 2 : f ; g topologically generate Gg
is G d and invariant under conjugation by elements of G. The group G acts on G 2 by conjugation: g Á ðh 1 ; h 2 Þ ¼ ðg À1 h 1 g; g À1 h 2 gÞ. It follows that if G has a dense orbit on G 2 under this action, then D is either comeagre or nowhere dense in G 2 . In fact, D is not dense in G 2 whenever G is non-trivial and so D is nowhere dense if G has a dense orbit on G 2 under the action given above. In particular, D is nowhere dense when G is either of the groups AutðQ;cÞ or AutðR C Þ. Although D is in general nowhere dense, it is natural to ask for which f A G the set
is non-empty, or even comeagre in G. Alternatively, one can ask whether there exists a G d subset H of G such that fð f ; gÞ A H 2 : h f ; gi is dense in Gg is comeagre in H 2 . In [3] we answered these questions when G ¼ S y . We showed that given a nonidentity f A S y , there exists g A S y such that f and g generate S y topologically. That is, the set D f is non-empty for all f A S y nf1 N g. Let I and S denote the subsets of S y consisting of those permutations without finite cycles and those with only one cycle, respectively. We showed that if f has infinite support (the set fi A N : f ðiÞ 0 ig is infinite), then D f V S is comeagre in S and D f V I is comeagre in I. Furthermore, if f A I, then D f is comeagre in S y . Reproducing a theorem of Dixon [4] , as a corollary of these results and the Kuratowski-Ulam theorem, we showed that fð f ; gÞ A I 2 : f ; g topologically generate S y g and fð f ; gÞ A S 2 : f ; g topologically generate S y g are comeagre in I 2 and S 2 , respectively. This paper is a continuation of our earlier work. Here we give a detailed analysis of pairs of elements that topologically generate the groups AutðQ;cÞ and AutðR C Þ. In the remainder of this section, we give some preliminary information and state our main theorems. More detailed background material, required in the proofs of the main theorems, is given in Section 2. The proofs of the main theorems relating to AutðQ;cÞ are in Section 3 and those relating to AutðR C Þ are in Section 4.
The rationals.
Let f A AutðQ;cÞ be an arbitrary non-identity element. Then we show in Theorem 1.1 that in some cases there exist, not only one, but many g A AutðQ;cÞ such that f and g topologically generate AutðQ;cÞ. Moreover, we are relatively free to specify the cycle structure of g. Before we can state this theorem we require the following standard notions relating to AutðQ;cÞ and AutðR C Þ; more detailed information about these groups can be found in Section 2.
Let G ¼ AutðQ;cÞ or G ¼ AutðR C Þ and let f A G be arbitrary. Then we define
If f A AutðQ;cÞ, then there exists a unique order-preserving homeomorphismf f of R extending f . The set fixðf f Þ ¼ fa A R :f f ðaÞ ¼ ag is a closed subset of R. Conversely, if U is a closed subset of R, then there exists f A AutðQ;cÞ such that
It is straightforward to see that F U is a G d subset of AutðQ;cÞ and so F U is a Polish space (but not a group).
Theorem 1.1. Let U and V be disjoint closed subsets of R such that one of the following holds:
(i) all the components of RnU and RnV are bounded;
(ii) RnU has an unbounded component and V is bounded.
Let us spell out some of the consequences of Theorem 1.1. For instance, let f A AutðQ;cÞ be any non-identity element such that fixðf f Þ ¼ q and let V ¼ ½0; 1, say. Then there are many automorphisms g A AutðQ;cÞ, in the sense of category, such that fixðg gÞ ¼ V and f f ; gg topologically generates AutðQ;cÞ. Theorem 1.1 also has several limitations. If U and V are closed subsets of R with non-empty intersection, then the subgroup h f ; gi is not dense for any f A F U and g A F V (as the extension of every product of f and g to a homeomorphism on R has fixed points in U V V ). In Example 3.4, we give some further conditions on disjoint closed subsets U and V of R such that D f V F V is not comeagre in F V for some f A F U . Note that there exist disjoint closed subsets U and V of R that do not satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 1.1. For example, if U ¼ ðÀy; À1 U ½1; yÞ and V is any closed subset of R disjoint from U, then the unique component ðÀ1; 1Þ of RnU is bounded but RnV must contain a component ½a; yÞ for some a A R U fÀyg with a < 1.
A simple application of the Kuratowski-Ulam theorem [8, Theorem 8.41 ] to Theorem 1.1 gives us the following corollary. Corollary 1.2. Let U and V be disjoint closed subsets of R satisfying (i) or (ii) from Theorem 1.1. Then the set of pairs in F U Â F V that topologically generate AutðQ;cÞ is comeagre in F U Â F V .
Macpherson [12] proved that any oligomorphic closed subgroup of S y contains a free subgroup of infinite rank; see also Gartside and Knight [5] and Kechris [9] . In particular, Macpherson's result applies in the case of AutðQ;cÞ and AutðR C Þ. We deduce a similar result from Corollary 1.2 as follows. As in [3, Corollaries 3.6, 3.7] , it can be shown that there exists a compact set K J F q such that jKj ¼ 2 @ 0 , K freely generates a free subgroup of AutðQ;cÞ, and there exist f ; g A K that topologically generate AutðQ;cÞ. Consequently, for all k with 2 c k c 2 @ 0 there exists a dense free subgroup of AutðQ;cÞ with rank k.
In the next theorem we show that D f 0 q for all non-identity f A AutðQ;cÞ. Theorem 1.3. Let f A AutðQ;cÞ be a non-identity element. Then there exists g A AutðQ;cÞ such that f and g topologically generate AutðQ;cÞ.
Various global results can be obtained as corollaries of Theorem 1.1, such as the following that we will prove in Section 3. Corollary 1.4. Let f A AutðQ;cÞ be a non-identity element such that Rnfixðf f Þ is unbounded above and below and let F be the set of all g A AutðQ;cÞ such that
Following the comments in the introduction, the set fð f ; gÞ A AutðQ;cÞ Â AutðQ;cÞ : f ; g topologically generate AutðQ;cÞg is nowhere dense in AutðQ;cÞ Â AutðQ;cÞ. The following theorem indicates that something stronger is true: two elements of AutðQ;cÞ chosen at random generate a nowhere dense subgroup of AutðQ;cÞ. This result contrasts with Corollaries 1.2 and 1.4. Theorem 1.5. The set of pairs in AutðQ;cÞ Â AutðQ;cÞ that generate a nowhere dense subgroup of AutðQ;cÞ is comeagre in AutðQ;cÞ Â AutðQ;cÞ. If S is a finite set of vertices in R C , then define
S is a set of representatives of all the orbits of f g:
It can be readily verified that I is closed in AutðR C Þ and each I S is G d in AutðR C Þ. Hence, I and I S are Polish spaces. Further details about the C-coloured random graph R C and its automorphisms can be found in Section 2.
The following theorem is our main result concerning the C-coloured random graph R C . Theorem 1.6. Let f A AutðR C Þ be a non-identity element and let S be a finite set of vertices in R C . Then D f V I S is comeagre in I S .
Let us consider some of the consequences of Theorem 1.6. If f A AutðR C Þ is any non-identity element and k A N is arbitrary, then, by Theorem 1.6, there exists g A I with exactly k infinite orbits such that f and g topologically generate AutðR C Þ. By a small modification of the proof of Theorem 1.6 we can also prove the following corollary where I y ¼ f f A AutðR C Þ : f has orbit-type ðy; 0; 0; . . .Þg: Corollary 1.7. Let f A AutðR C Þ be a non-identity element. Then D f V I is comeagre in I. Moreover, I y is comeagre in I and so D f V I y is comeagre in I.
The following corollary is a consequence of Corollary 1.7 and the remarks preceding it. Corollary 1.8. Let f A AutðR C Þ be any non-identity element and let k A N U fyg be arbitrary. Then there exists g A AutðR C Þ with orbit-type ðk; 0; 0; . . .Þ such that f and g topologically generate AutðR C Þ.
As in Corollary 1.2, by applying the Kuratowski-Ulam theorem to Corollary 1.7, we obtain the following. Corollary 1.9. The set of pairs in I Â I that topologically generate AutðR C Þ is comeagre in I Â I.
As in the comments after Corollary 1.2, using analogous arguments to those given in [3, Corollaries 3.6, 3.7] , Corollary 1.9 can be used to prove that there exists a compact set K J I such that jKj ¼ 2 @ 0 , K freely generates a free subgroup of AutðR C Þ, and there exist f ; g A K that topologically generate AutðR C Þ. Consequently, for all k with 2 c k c 2 @ 0 there exists a dense free subgroup of AutðR C Þ with rank k.
As was the case with AutðQ;cÞ, two elements of AutðR C Þ chosen at random generate a nowhere dense subgroup of AutðR C Þ. Theorem 1.10. The set of pairs in AutðR C Þ Â AutðR C Þ that generate a nowhere dense subgroup of AutðR C Þ is comeagre in AutðR C Þ Â AutðR C Þ.
We conclude this section with some open questions. Is it possible to find necessary and su‰cient conditions on disjoint closed subsets of R such that D f V F V is comeagre in F V for all f A F U ? In [3, Theorem 3.3 (iii)] we proved that if f A S y has no finite cycles, then fg A S y : f ; g topologically generate S y g is comeagre in S y . Is it true that if f A I then D f is comeagre in AutðR C Þ? It is also natural to ask if analogous results can be obtained for arbitrary automorphism groups of Fraïssé limits. In particular, if K is a Fraïssé limit, then is it true that AutðKÞ is always topologically 2-generated? If f A AutðKÞ is arbitrary, then does there exist g A AutðKÞ such that f and g topologically generate AutðKÞ?
Preliminaries
In this section we introduce the background material and notation required to prove our main theorems.
A topological group G is called a Polish group if the topology on G is complete and separable. If G is a Polish group and A is a subset of G, then we will say that A topologically generates G if the group hAi generated by A is dense in G.
Let X be any set and let SymðX Þ denote the symmetric group on X . If X is countably infinite, then we may write S y instead of SymðX Þ. We refer the reader to [8] for basic properties of S y and Polish groups in general.
If f : X ! X is any function, and Y J X , then denote by f j Y the restriction of f to Y . If Y J Y 0 , then we will say that f j Y 0 is an extension of f j Y . If A is a subset of SymðX Þ, then define
If f A A <y , then we will denote the domain of f by domð f Þ and the range of f by ranð f Þ.
If X is any set and f A SymðX Þ, then the fix of f is the set fixð f Þ ¼ fa A X : f ðaÞ ¼ ag;
If a A X and f A SymðX Þ, then the orbit of a under f is simply the set
If f A SymðX Þ <y and a A domð f Þ U ranð f Þ, then write Orbð f ; aÞ ¼ f f i ðaÞ : i A Z where f i ðaÞ is definedg:
If f A SymðX Þ <y , then we will refer to Orbð f ; aÞ as the partial orbit of a under f . If f A SymðX Þ <y or f A SymðX Þ, then Orbð f ; aÞ is called a cycle if there exists n 0 0 such that f n ðaÞ ¼ a. The length of a cycle is the least such n A N. If a B domð f Þ U ranð f Þ, then we define Orbð f ; aÞ ¼ q. The orbit-type of f is the sequence ðk y ; k 1 ; k 2 ; . . .Þ where f has exactly k i distinct orbits of length i for 1 c i c y.
All groups considered here are subgroups of S y . The group S y endowed with the topology of pointwise convergence and the discrete topology on the underlying set is a Polish group. If f A S <y y , then we define
Note that the sets ½ f form a basis for the topology on S y .
A function f : Q ! Q is an order-preserving automorphism of Q if it is a bijection and f ðaÞ < f ðbÞ whenever a; b A Q and a < b. The group of automorphisms of Q (with operation the composition of functions) is denoted by AutðQ;cÞ. Since AutðQ;cÞ is a closed subgroup of SymðQÞ with the topology of pointwise conver-gence and Q endowed with the discrete topology, it follows that AutðQ;cÞ is a Polish group too.
If f A AutðQ;cÞ, then there exists a unique order-preserving homeomorphismf f of R extending f . Throughout the paper, whenever we refer to a subset of R as closed, open, G d , and so on, the topology in question is the usual Euclidean topology on R.
If f A AutðQ;cÞ, then fixðf f Þ is a closed subset of R. Conversely, if U is a closed subset of R, then there exists f A AutðQ;cÞ such that U ¼ fixðf f Þ. Any non-identity automorphism of Q has orbit-type ðy; k 1 ; 0; 0; . . .Þ for some k 1 A f0; 1; 2; . . .g U fyg. Due to their limited structure, orbit-types are not a particularly useful tool when considering AutðQ;cÞ. Hence we require the following alternative notion introduced by Truss [17] . We modify Truss' original definition slightly to better suit our present work. If U is a closed subset of R, then a maximal open interval in RnU will be referred to as a component of RnU. Let f A AutðQ;cÞ. Then an orbital of f is a component of Rnfixðf f Þ or a singleton set consisting of an element in fixðf f Þ. We will freely use the following facts about orbitals without reference.
Proposition 2.1. Let S be an orbital of f A AutðQ;cÞ and let a A S V Q. Then the following hold:
c b c f n ðaÞ for some m; n A Zg;
(ii) supf f n ðaÞ : n A Zg ¼ supðSÞ and inff f n ðaÞ : n A Zg ¼ infðSÞ;
(iii) if supðSÞ < y, then supðSÞ A fixðf f Þ, if infðSÞ > Ày, then inf ðSÞ A fixðf f Þ.
Obviously the orbitals of f A AutðQ;cÞ partition R and if S is an orbital of f , thenf f ðaÞ A S for all a A S. The intersection S V Q from the previous proposition is the original definition of the orbital of a under f given by Truss.
The parity of an orbital S is 0 if S is a singleton set, À1 iff f ðaÞ < a for some (and hence all) a A S and þ1 iff f ðaÞ > a for some a A S. One can readily verify that the parity of an orbital is a well-defined notion. The notions of orbitals and their parity can be used to describe a generic order-automorphism of Q. Proposition 2.2. Let f A AutðQ;cÞ be a generic automorphism. Then the sets of orbitals of f of parity þ1, À1, and 0 are each densely linearly ordered without endpoints, and each is dense in the union of the other two. If U is a closed subset of R, then define
If f A F <y U , then the parities of any two partial orbits in a given component of RnU, if they exist, are equal.
The random graph is the unique, up to isomorphism, countably infinite graph such that if U and V are any disjoint finite sets of vertices, then there exists a vertex adjacent to every element of U and to no element in V . The C-coloured random graph R C is a generalization of the random graph where edges and non-edges are replaced by edges coloured by the set C. To be more precise, we let W be a countably infinite set, C ¼ fl 1 ; . . .g be a finite set, and F be any function from the two-element subsets of W into C. Then we say that R C ¼ ðW; C; F Þ is the C-coloured random graph if the following property is satisfied:
if ðU 1 ; . . . ; U t Þ is any tuple of disjoint finite subsets of W, then there exists b A W such that F fa; bg ¼ l i for all a A U i and for all i c jCj.
We refer to the above as the Alice's restaurant property (i.e. you can have whatever you want at Alice's restaurant), the element b as a witness, and the set W as the vertices of R C .
A function f : R C ! R C is an automorphism of R C if f is a bijection and F f f ðaÞ; f ðbÞg ¼ F fa; bg for all a; b A W. We will denote the group of automorphisms of R C by AutðR C Þ.
It is straightforward to prove that if C is fixed, then any two C-coloured random graphs are isomorphic. Hence we can meaningfully talk about the C-coloured random graph and for any given C we will work with a fixed copy of R C . Of course, if jCj ¼ 1, then AutðR C Þ is just the symmetric group SymðWÞ on W. As mentioned in the introduction, a detailed analysis of pairs of elements in SymðWÞ that topologically generating SymðWÞ can be found in [3] . Hence in the following we will always assume that jCj d 2.
As above, AutðR C Þ is a closed subgroup of SymðWÞ, the symmetric group on W endowed with the pointwise convergence topology. Hence AutðR C Þ is a Polish group.
Although any sequence ðk y ; k 1 ; . . .Þ with k 1 Á 1 þ k 2 Á 2 þ Á Á Á ¼ y describes the orbit-type of some f A S y , the sequences describing the orbit-types of elements of AutðR C Þ are more complicated. For example, ð1; 1; 0; 0; . . .Þ is not the orbittype of any f A AutðR C Þ but there are 2 @ 0 non-conjugate elements with orbit-type ð1; 0; 0; . . .Þ; see [16] . Truss gave a complete characterization of possible orbit-types of elements of AutðR C Þ and showed in [16] that AutðR C Þ is simple.
As with the rationals, any isomorphism of finite substructures of R C can be extended to an element of AutðR C Þ, that is, R C is ultrahomogeneous. Let
Then for all f A I <y no partial orbit of f is a cycle.
In the next proposition, we give two facts about elements of AutðR C Þ and AutðR C Þ <y that we require later. The proof is left to the reader.
Proposition 2.3. Let f A AutðR C Þ be any non-identity element, let g A AutðR C Þ <y , and let S be a finite subset of the vertices W of R C .
(i) If g has n partial orbits, then there exist a; b A Wn½S U domðgÞ U ranðgÞ U fixð f Þ such that the extension h of g defined by hðaÞ ¼ b has n þ 1 partial orbits and belongs to AutðR C Þ <y .
(ii) If a A ranðgÞndomðgÞ, then there exists b A Wn½S U fixð f Þ such that the extension h of g defined by hðaÞ ¼ b belongs to AutðR C Þ <y .
We will make repeated use of the following routine lemma.
Lemma 2.4. Let X be an infinite set, let G be a Polish subgroup of SymðX Þ, let f ; g A G, and let h A G <y be such that h f ; gi V ½h 0 q. Then there exists a finite subset Y of X such that h f ; ki V ½h 0 q for all k A ½gj Y .
The rationals: the proofs
We prove Theorems 1.3, its corollaries, and Theorem 1.1 in a series of lemmas. Proof. We will prove that there exists h A h f ; gi such that hðaÞ d b. Hence we may assume that a < b. As fixðf f Þ V fixðg gÞ ¼ q, the element a belongs to an infinite orbital of f or an infinite orbital of g. Without loss of generality assume the former. Let a 0 ¼ a and let ðs 0 ; t 0 Þ in Rnfixðf f Þ be the orbital of f containing a 0 . If t 0 > b, then there exists m A Z such that f m ðaÞ > b and the proof is complete. If t 0 c b, then as t 0 A fixðf f Þ there exists an orbital ðs 1 ; t 1 Þ in Rnfixðg gÞ of g such that t 0 A ðs
Note that as f A AutðQ;cÞ and t 0 < t 1 < t 2 , the orbitals ðs 0 ; t 0 Þ and ðs 2 ; t 2 Þ are disjoint and so a 1 < t 0 < s 2 < a 2 .
We continue this process by choosing components ðs nþ1 ; t nþ1 Þ alternately in
Rnfixðf f Þ and Rnfixðg gÞ such that t n A ðs nþ1 ; t nþ1 Þ and a nþ1 A ðs nþ1 ; t n Þ. If t n > b at some step, then the proof is completed as above. Otherwise, by construction t 1 < t 2 < Á Á Á and so the orbitals ðs n ; t n Þ and ðs nþ2 ; t nþ2 Þ are disjoint. Hence a n < t nÀ1 < s nþ1 < a nþ1 where t nÀ1 ; s nþ1 A fixðf f Þ if n is odd and t nÀ1 ; s nþ1 A fixðg gÞ if n is even. Thus the sequence a 1 ; a 2 ; . . . is strictly increasing and bounded above by b.
Hence a 1 ; a 2 ; . . . converges and its limit belongs to fixðg gÞ and fixðf f Þ, a contradiction. r Lemma 3.2. Let f A AutðQ;cÞ be any non-identity element with fixðf f Þ 0 q, let V be a non-empty closed subset of R disjoint from fixðf f Þ, let g A F <y V , and let S be a finite subset of Q. Then there are h A F V V ½g and k A h f ; hi such that kðSÞ is contained in a single component of Rnfixðf f Þ.
Proof. If Rnfixðf f Þ contains an unbounded component and h A F V V ½g is arbitrary, then, by Lemma 3.1, there exists k A h f ; hi such that kðSÞ is contained in that unbounded component.
If RnV contains an unbounded component ðÀy; aÞ or ða; yÞ and h A F V V ½g is arbitrary, then, again by Lemma 3.1, there exists k A h f ; hi such that kðSÞ is contained in ðÀy; aÞ or ða; yÞ. Since V is non-empty, it follows that a A R and so there exists n A Z such that h n kðSÞ is contained in the component of Rnfixðf f Þ containing a. It remains to prove the lemma when all components in RnV and Rnfixðf f Þ are bounded. Since V and fixðf f Þ are disjoint, RnV and Rnfixðf f Þ are unbounded above and below. Assume without loss of generality that S is contained in domðgÞ and let 
Note that if n 1 ; n 3 ; . . . ; n 2jþ1 A Z and n 0 ; n 2 ; n 4 ; . . . ; n 2j d 0, then
by the choices of the parities of orbitals of h. Also note that h has parity þ1 on any component ðd; gÞ of RnV where d is at least the infimum of the component of RnV containing a, and g c s 3 from the definitions of h and h 0 . We will find k 1 A h f ; hi such that k 1 ðaÞ and k 1 ðbÞ are in the same component of
RnV . Recall, from their definitions, that a and b are in di¤erent components of RnV and b > a. Let a 0 ¼ a and let ðm 0 ; n 0 Þ be the component of RnV containing a 0 for some m 0 ; n 0 A R. By assumption, there exists a component ðm 1 ; n 1 Þ of Rnfixðf f Þ such that n 0 A ðm 1 ; n 1 Þ as n 0 A fixðh hÞ ¼ V . Since the parity of h on ðm 0 ; n 0 Þ is 1, there exists n 0 > 0 such that a 1 ¼ h n 0 ða 0 Þ A ðm 1 ; n 0 Þ and a 1 > a 0 . Let ðm 2 ; n 2 Þ be the component of RnV such that n 1 A ðm 2 ; n 2 Þ and let n 1 A Z be such that a 2 ¼ f n 1 ða 1 Þ A ðm 2 ; n 1 Þ and a 2 > a 1 . If f n 1 h n 0 ðaÞ and f n 1 h n 0 ðbÞ are in the same component of RnV , then we set k 1 ¼ f n 1 h n 0 . Otherwise, there exists n 2 > 0 such that a 3 ¼ h n 2 ða 2 Þ A ðm 3 ; n 2 Þ where ðm 3 ; n 3 Þ is the component of Rnfixðf f Þ with n 2 A ðm 3 ; n 3 Þ.
We repeat this process. Assume that Let P denote the set of all p A AutðQ;cÞ <y such that max domð pÞ < min ranðpÞ. Note that any extension of p has parity þ1 on all of the partial orbits containing elements of domð pÞ U ranð pÞ. Let G be any subgroup of AutðQ;cÞ and let p A P. Then G V ½ p À1 0 q if and only if G V ½p 0 q. It is easy to see that if G V ½p 0 q for all p A P, then G is dense in AutðQ;cÞ.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Let f A F U be arbitrary. It su‰ces to prove that
is open and dense in F V for all p A P, as
In any case, by Lemma 2.4, A p is open for all p A P. Hence it remains to show that A p is dense in F V . To this end, fix p A P, let g 0 A F <y V be arbitrary, and let S 0 ¼ domð pÞ U ranð pÞ. 
As the domain of h 0 is finite, there exists i A Z such that ðs i ; t i Þ contains no elements of domðh 0 Þ U ranðh 0 Þ. Moreover,
Hence, by construction, ðs i ; t i Þ also contains no elements of domðh iÀ1 Þ U ranðh iÀ1 Þ.
then kðS 0 Þ J ðs i ; t i Þ and so h iÀ1 U kpk À1 is well defined and an element of
À1 , then h f ; hi V ½p 0 q. Therefore h A A p V ½g 0 and so A p V ½g 0 0 q, as required.
Case 2. Suppose that RnU has an unbounded component and V is bounded.
Without loss of generality we may assume that ða; yÞ is an unbounded component of RnU. By Lemma 3.1, there exist an extension g 1 of g 0 in F If g 1 has parity þ1 on domðg 1 Þ V ðmax V ; yÞ, then we define
Otherwise, define
Then h f ; hi V ½p 0 q and so A p V ½g 0 0 q, as required. r
Proof of Corollary 1.4. Let f A AutðQ;cÞ be such that Rnfixðf f Þ is unbounded above and below and let F ¼ fg A AutðQ;cÞ : fixðf f Þ V fixðg gÞ ¼ qg. From the comments at the start of the proof of Theorem 1.1, D f is a G d subset of AutðQ;cÞ. Hence we only need to verify that D f V F is dense in F. To this end, let g A F <y . Let V J R be closed. Then it is straightforward to verify that g A F <y V if and only if fixðgÞ J V , V V ½a; gðaÞ ¼ q if a < gðaÞ, V V ½gðaÞ; a ¼ q if gðaÞ < a, and V V ða; bÞ 0 q for all a; b A domðgÞ with gðaÞ < a < b < gðbÞ or a < gðaÞ < gðbÞ < b:
Assume that Rnfixðf f Þ has an unbounded component. Let V J Rnfixðf f Þ be any finite subset of Q satisfying the conditions in the previous paragraph. Then g A F <y V . Since V is finite, it is certainly bounded and so, by Theorem 1.1 (ii),
Assume that all the components of Rnfixðf f Þ are bounded. Then, by our assumption that Rnfixðf f Þ is unbounded above and below, there exists a closed subset V of Rnfixðf f Þ satisfying the above conditions and where V is unbounded above and below. Then g A F <y V and all the components of RnV are bounded. Hence, by Theorem 1.1 (i), D f V F V is comeagre in F V and, in particular, we have
The following lemma is required in the proof of Theorem 1.3. Lemma 3.3. Let f ; g A AutðQ;cÞ be non-identity elements such that fixðf f Þ and fixðg gÞ are disjoint and there exists a A R such that S ¼ ðÀy; aÞ or ða; yÞ is an orbital of g. If ½h V h f ; gi 0 q for all h A AutðQ;cÞ <y with domðhÞ U ranðhÞ J S, then f and g topologically generate AutðQ;cÞ.
Proof. Let k A AutðQ;cÞ <y be arbitrary. Assume without loss of generality that ðÀy; aÞ is an orbital of g. This implies that a A fixðg gÞ. By Lemma 3.1, there exists p A h f ; gi such that pðmaxfdomðkÞ U ranðkÞgÞ < a and so pðdomðkÞ U ranðkÞÞ J ðÀy; aÞ:
domðhÞ U ranðhÞ J ðÀy; aÞ:
Hence, by assumption, ½h V h f ; gi 0 q. Therefore since p A h f ; gi, it follows that ½k V h f ; gi 0 q. We have shown that f and g topologically generate AutðQ;cÞ, as required. r
Proof of Theorem 1.3. Recall that f A AutðQ;cÞ is any non-identity element. We must prove that there exists g A AutðQ;cÞ such that f and g topologically generate AutðQ;cÞ. If fixðf f Þ ¼ q, then the result follows by Theorem 1.1 (ii). So, we may assume that fixðf f Þ 0 q. Then there exists b A fixðf f Þ such that b is the supremum of a non-singleton orbital of Qnfixðf f Þ. Let a A Qnfixðf f Þ be any element in the orbital of f of which b is the supremum. Assume without loss of generality that the orbital of f containing a has parity þ1. We define g A AutðQ;cÞ by induction such that fixðg gÞ ¼ fag. The first step is to let g 0 be any order-preserving bijection on Q with ðÀy; aÞ as an orbital, g 0 ðaÞ ¼ a, g It is straightforward to verify that g 0 can be extended to an element g A AutðQ;cÞ such that fixðg gÞ ¼ fag.
Enumerate the functions h A AutðQ;cÞ <y such that domðhÞ U ranðhÞ J ðÀy; aÞ as h 1 ; h 2 ; . . . . Assume that for n d 0 the function g n is defined such that the following hold: if n > 0, then g n is an order-preserving bijection extending g nÀ1 ; domðg n Þ V ða; yÞ is a finite subset of ½ f ðaÞ; f 2 ðaÞÞ; domðg n Þndomðg nÀ1 Þ J ð f 2 ðaÞ À 1=n; f 2 ðaÞÞ; ranðg n Þ V ða; yÞ J ½ f 2 ðaÞ; f nþ2 ðaÞÞ; ranðg n Þ V ð f nþ1 ðaÞ; f nþ2 ðaÞÞ 0 q; if g A AutðQ;cÞ is any extension of g n , then h f ; gi V ½h m 0 q for all m c n.
Note that since g n is an order-preserving bijection and domðg n Þ V ða; yÞ is finite, there exists an extension g A AutðQ;cÞ of g n with fixðg gÞ ¼ fag.
We now define g nþ1 . Let s n A ð f 2 ðaÞ À 1=ðn þ 1Þ; f 2 ðaÞÞ be such that
Note that s n exists by the assumption that domðg n Þ V ða; yÞ is finite. Hence f À2 ðs n Þ A ð f À1 ðaÞ; aÞ and so there exists j A Z such that Finally, if g A AutðQ;cÞ is any extension of g nþ1 , then
Thus h f ; gi V ½h m 0 q for all m c n þ Clearly A a is open in AutðQ;cÞ Â AutðQ;cÞ. We will prove that A a is dense in AutðQ;cÞ Â AutðQ;cÞ. To this end, let ðg 1 ; g 2 Þ A AutðQ;cÞ <y Â AutðQ;cÞ <y . Choose s A Q greater than every element of domðg 1 Þ U domðg 2 Þ U ranðg 1 Þ U ranðg 2 Þ. Then there are extensions h 1 ; h 2 A AutðQ;cÞ of g 1 , g 2 , respectively, such that h 1 ðsÞ ¼ h 2 ðsÞ ¼ s. Hence A a is dense and open in AutðQ;cÞ Â AutðQ;cÞ, and so A ¼ 7 y a¼1 A a is comeagre in AutðQ;cÞ Â AutðQ;cÞ. It remains to prove that h f ; gi is nowhere dense in AutðQ;cÞ for all ð f ; gÞ A A. Let h A AutðQ;cÞ <y . Then, since ð f ; gÞ A A, there exists b A Q such that f ðbÞ ¼ gðbÞ ¼ b and b is larger than every element of domðhÞ U ranðhÞ. Hence if k is defined so that k ¼ h on the domain of h and kðbÞ ¼ b þ 1, then k A AutðQ;cÞ <y and h f ; gi V ½k ¼ q. r
It is natural to ask for a necessary and su‰cient condition on the disjoint closed subsets U and V of R for D f V F V to be comeagre in F V for all f A F U . However, we have been unable to determine such a condition. The following examples go some way towards establishing the necessity of the conditions in Theorem 1.1.
Example 3.4. Let U be a closed subset of R such that RnU is bounded, let V ¼ q, and let f A F U be arbitrary. Then there exists a A Z such that f is fixed outside the interval ½Àa; a. Let h A F <y V be such that hðÀa À 1Þ ¼ a þ 1. Then g B D f for all g A F V V ½h and so D f V F V is not dense. In particular, the conclusion of Theorem 1.1 does not hold in this case.
If U ¼ q and V is a closed subset of R that is unbounded above and below, then there exists an increasing sequence fa n g n A Z in V that is unbounded above and below. Let f A F U be such that f ða n Þ ¼ a nþ1 for all n A Z. Then h f ; gi is not dense in AutðQ;cÞ for all g A F V . That is, F V V D f ¼ q, and again the conclusion of Theorem 1.1 does not hold in this case.
The random graph: the proofs
We give the proof of Theorem 1.6 and its corollaries in a series of lemmas. Recall that throughout the paper, the C-coloured random graph R C is the triple ðW; C; F Þ where W is a countably infinite set, C ¼ fl 1 ; . . .g is finite with more than one element, and F is a function from the two-element subsets of W into C.
The following collection of isomorphisms between finite subsets of R C is important for the proofs of the results in this section
The proof of the next lemma is straightforward but we include it for the sake of completeness.
Lemma 4.1. Let G be a subgroup of AutðR C Þ such that G V ½ f 0 q for all f A P. Then G is dense in AutðR C Þ.
Proof. Let f A AutðR C Þ <y be arbitrary and l A C be fixed. We will show that G V ½ f 0 q. There exists, by repeated application of the Alice's restaurant property, a finite subset S of Wn½domð f Þ U ranð f Þ such that S is isomorphic to domð f Þ (and ranð f Þ) and F fa; bg ¼ F fb; gg ¼ l for all a A domð f Þ, b A S, and g A ranð f Þ. If g : domð f Þ ! S is an isomorphism, then g A P. Also fg À1 : S ! ranð f Þ is an element of P. Hence, as f ¼ fg À1 g, G V ½g 0 q, and G V ½ fg À1 0 q, we have G V ½ f 0 q, verifying that G is dense in AutðR C Þ. r Next, we describe a general method for constructing extensions of elements of AutðR C Þ <y that provides a means of proving Theorem 1.6.
let f A G, let A be a subset of domð f Þ U ranð f Þ, and let c be a function from the two element subsets of A to C. We say that the system ð f ; A; cÞ is consistent if cfi; jg ¼ cf f l ðiÞ; f l ð jÞg for all i; j A A and for all l A Z such that f l ðiÞ; f l ð jÞ A A. 
The next lemma relates consistent systems ð f ; A; cÞ and elements of AutðR C Þ <y .
Lemma 4.4. Let S be a finite subset of W, let ð f ; A; cÞ be a consistent system, and let C : A ! WnS be an injective function such that cfi; jg ¼ F fCðiÞ; Cð jÞg for all i; j A A. Then there exists an extension
Proof. Let ½domð f Þ U ranð f ÞnA ¼ fi 1 ; i 2 ; . . . ; i n g and let F agree with C on A. We complete the definition of F as follows. By Corollary 4.3, there exists an extension c 0 of c such that ð f ; domð f Þ U ranð f Þ; c 0 Þ is consistent. By the Alice's restaurant property, there exists a 1 A Wn½S U ranðCÞ such that F fa 1 ; Fð jÞg ¼ c 0 fi 1 ; jg for all j A A.
So, we may define Fði 1 Þ ¼ a 1 . Assuming that Fði 1 Þ; . . . ; Fði mÀ1 Þ are defined for all m such that 2 c m < n, then Fði m Þ is defined to be any a m A Wn½S U domðCÞ U ranðCÞ U fFði 1 Þ; . . . ; Fði mÀ1 Þg such that F fa m ; Fð jÞg ¼ c 0 fi m ; jg for all j A A U fi 1 ; . . . ; i mÀ1 g. Such an element a m exists, again by the Alice's restaurant property.
Let a; b A domðFf F À1 Þ ¼ Fðdomð f ÞÞ be arbitrary. Then
and so Ff F À1 A AutðR C Þ <y . r Lemma 4.5. Let S be a finite subset of W, let f A AutðR C Þ <y be such that f has no cycles and ½domð f Þ U ranð f Þ V S ¼ q, let a A domð f Þnranð f Þ, and let b A Wn½domð f Þ U ranð f Þ U S. Then there exists g A AutðR C Þ <y extending f such that g has no cycles, ½domðgÞ U ranðgÞ V S ¼ q, f and g have the same number of partial orbits, b A Orbðg; aÞ, and Orbðg; gÞ ¼ Orbð f ; gÞ for all g A ½domð f Þ U ranð f ÞnOrbð f ; aÞ:
Proof. By Proposition 2.3 (ii), we may assume without loss of generality that all partial orbits of f have length equal to some m A N. Let C be any bijection from a subset A of
, and let i 1 ; i 2 ; . . . ; i mÀ1 A NnA be arbitrary distinct elements. Extend h to k so that kðh mÀ1 ði 0 ÞÞ ¼ i 1 , kði j Þ ¼ i jþ1 for all j such that 1 c j c m À 2, and
Define c on the two element subsets fi; jg of A by cfi; jg ¼ F fCðiÞ; Cð jÞg. We will prove that ðk; A; cÞ is consistent. Let i; j A A and let l A Znf0g be such that k l ðiÞ; k l ð jÞ A A. From the definitions of C and k, it follows that i; j; k l ðiÞ; k l ð jÞ A C À1 ðdomð f Þ U ranð f ÞÞ. In particular, none of i, j, k l ðiÞ, k l ð jÞ equals C À1 ðbÞ. As f A AutðR C Þ <y ,
and so ðk; A; cÞ is consistent. By Lemma 4.4, we may extend C to F : domðkÞ U ranðkÞ ! WnS so that
is the desired extension of f . r Let S be a finite subset of W. In the introduction we defined
In the next lemma we give a characterization of those elements in AutðR C Þ <y that lie in I <y S .
Lemma 4.6. Let S be a finite subset of W and let f A AutðR C Þ <y be such that f has at most jSj partial orbits and f has no cycles. Then f A I <y S if and only if jOrbð f ; aÞ V Sj c 1 for all a A domð f Þ U ranð f Þ.
Proof. ()) This implication is obvious.
(() We have to prove that ½ f V I S 0 q. By Proposition 2.3 (i) and Lemma 4.5, there exists f 1 A AutðR C Þ <y extending f such that f 1 has n ¼ jSj partial orbits,
We define a sequence of extensions f 2 ; f 3 ; . . . of f 1 whose union lies in I S by induction as follows. Let W ¼ fd 1 ; d 2 ; . . .g. At Step i > 1, let r 1 i ðmod nÞ be such that 0 c r c n À 1 and let
Then by Lemma 4.5 applied to q, f i , a r , and b i , we obtain g i A AutðR C Þ <y extending f i such that b i A Orbðg i ; a r Þ and Orbðg i ; gÞ ¼ Orbð f i ; gÞ for all g A ½domðg i Þ U ranðg i ÞnOrbðg i ; a r Þ:
Then as above applying Lemma 4.5 to q, g À1 i , a r , and g i we obtain f iþ1 A AutðR C Þ <y extending g i such that g i A Orbð f iþ1 ; a r Þ and Orbð f iþ1 ; gÞ ¼ Orbðg i ; gÞ for all
The next combinatorial lemma is required to prove the lemma after it, which is the main step in the proof of Theorem 1.6. Lemma 4.7. Let m; r A N and let N ¼ f0; 1; . . . ; m À 1; kð1Þ; kð2Þ; . . . ; kð2rÞg be such that kð1Þ > 4m, kð2iÞ À kð2i À 1Þ ¼ 2m, and kð2i þ 1Þ À kð2iÞ > 2 kð2iÞ. If i; j A N with i < j and l A Znf0g are such that i þ l; j þ l A N, then one of the following holds:
(ii) i ¼ kð2s À 1Þ, j ¼ kð2sÞ, i þ l ¼ kð2t À 1Þ, and j þ l ¼ kð2tÞ for some s, t such that 1 c s; t c 2r;
(iii) i ¼ kð2s À 1Þ, j ¼ kð2t À 1Þ, and l ¼ 2m for some s, t such that 1 c s; t c 2r.
Proof. We first make some observations about N. If p; q A N and one of p and q is an element of fkð1Þ; kð2Þ; . . . ; kð2rÞg, then j p À qj d 2m. Also note that if p; q A fkð1Þ; kð2Þ; . . . ; kð2rÞg, p < q, then
Now we proceed to the proof of the lemma. There are three cases to consider. If i; j A f0; 1; . . . ; m À 1g, then ji À jj c m À 1. So, if i þ l A fkð1Þ; kð2Þ; . . . ; kð2rÞg or j þ l A fkð1Þ; kð2Þ; . . . ; kð2rÞg, then from above ji À jj ¼ jði þ lÞ À ð j þ lÞj d 2m, a contradiction. Thus i þ l; j þ l A f0; 1; . . . ; m À 1g and (i) is satisfied.
Assume that i A f0; 1; . . . ; m À 1g and j A fkð1Þ; kð2Þ; . . . ; kð2rÞg. Then 2m < ji À jj c j:
; kð2Þ; . . . ; kðrÞg. Applying (2) to j and j þ l, it follows that l ¼ 2m or l > 2j. If l ¼ 2m, then 2m c i þ l < 3m < kð1Þ and so i þ l B N. If l > 2j, then i þ l A fkð1Þ; kð2Þ; . . . ; kð2rÞg and so again by (2) either
In each case, we obtain a contradiction. If l < 0, then l d Àm þ 1 and hence j þ l B N. It follows that for all l A Znf0g, either i þ l B N or j þ l B N. Assume that i; j A fkð1Þ; kð2Þ; . . . ; kð2rÞg and i < j. If l > 0, then i; j; i þ l; j þ l A fkð1Þ; kð2Þ; . . . ; kð2rÞg and applying (2) to j and j þ l, it follows that l ¼ 2m or l > 2j. If l ¼ 2m and either i ¼ kð2sÞ or j ¼ kð2sÞ for some s such that 1 c s c r, then i þ l or j þ l B N. Hence i ¼ kð2s À 1Þ and j ¼ kð2t À 1Þ for some s, t such that 1 c s; t c 2r, and (iii) is satisfied. If l > 2j and (ii) does not hold, then ji À jj 0 2m. Then, it follows, by (2) applied to i þ l and j þ l, that ji À jj ¼ jði þ lÞ À ð j þ lÞj > 2ði þ lÞ > 2j, a contradiction. If l < 0 and i þ l; j þ l A N, then it can be verified that i þ l; j þ l A fkð1Þ; kð2Þ; . . . ; kð2rÞg. An argument symmetric to the one just given shows that (ii) or (iii) holds in this situation, completing the proof of the lemma. r
The following lemma provides the critical step in the proof of Theorem 1.6.
Lemma 4.8. Let S be a finite subset of W, let f A I <y S , and let g A P be such that ½S U domð f Þ U ranð f Þ V ½domðgÞ U ranðgÞ ¼ q. Then there exist h A I <y S and j A N such that h extends f and h j extends g.
Proof. Applying Proposition 2.3 (i), we may assume that f has exactly jSj partial orbits, no cycles, no partial orbit of f contains more than one element of S and ½domð f Þ U ranð f Þ V ½domðgÞ U ranðgÞ ¼ q. Then, applying Lemma 4.5 we may as-sume that f has exactly jSj partial orbits, no cycles, each partial orbit of f contains exactly one point of S, and ½domð f Þ U ranð f Þ V ½domðgÞ U ranðgÞ ¼ q. Finally, applying Proposition 2.3 (ii), we may assume that f has exactly jSj partial orbits each of length m, for some m A N, no cycles, each partial orbit contains exactly one element of S, and ½domð f Þ U ranð f Þ V ½domðgÞ U ranðgÞ ¼ q. Lemma 4.6 guarantees that f A I <y S . Hence it su‰ces to prove the lemma for the function f as just described. Let domðgÞ ¼ fs 1 ; . . . ; s r g, let fkð1Þ; kð2Þ; . . . ; kð2rÞg be any subset of N satisfying the hypothesis of Lemma 4.7, let C be a bijection from a subset A of N to domð f Þ U ranð f Þ U domðgÞ U ranðgÞ, let h 0 ¼ C À1 f C, let i 0 A domðh 0 Þnranðh 0 Þ be an arbitrary but fixed element, and let fi m ; i mþ1 ; . . . ; i kð2rÞ g be distinct elements of Let us finally consider the situation when i ¼ j. As a 0 b, we have u 0 v and hence one of a; b is not in Orbðh 1 ; i 0 Þ. Thus i; j A f0; 1; . . . ; m À 1g. Since the only partial orbit of h 1 with more than m elements is Orbðh 1 ; i 0 Þ, it follows that i þ l; j þ l A f0; 1; . . . ; m À 1g also. As f A AutðR C Þ <y , it follows, by the same argument used when i 0 j and (i) holds above, that cfh 
But by construction, h 1 , and hence h, has jSj partial orbits and no cycles and so, by Lemma 4.6, h A I <y S . By construction, h extends f and h 2m extends g. r
We need one more lemma before we can give the proof of Theorem 1.6.
Lemma 4.9. Let f A AutðR C Þ be a non-identity element, let p A P, let S be a finite subset of W, and let g A I <y S . Then there exists h A I <y S extending g such that h f ; ki V ½p 0 q for all k A ½h V I S .
Proof. As g A I <y S , g has an extension in I <y S whose domain contains domðpÞ U ranðpÞ U S and, moreover, has n ¼ jSj partial orbits of equal length. Hence, it su‰ces to prove the lemma for such g. To this end, let g be as described, let domðgÞnranðgÞ ¼ fa 1 ; a 2 ; . . . ; a n g and let m be the length of each partial orbit of g. We will extend each of Orbðg; a 1 Þ; Orbðg; a 2 Þ; . . . ; Orbðg; a n Þ in a particular fashion by m elements using Proposition 2.3 (ii).
We proceed by performing a finite recursion. Let
Applying Proposition 2.3 (ii) to f A AutðR C Þ, g 0 A AutðR C Þ <y , the finite set 
Note that by Lemma 4.6, g 1 A I <y S . At the second step, let G 1 ¼ domðg 1 Þ U ranðg 1 Þ. Applying Proposition 2.3 (ii) to f , the finite set
and to g 1 , we obtain a one point extension g 2 A AutðR C Þ <y of g 1 so that
follows from Lemma 4.6.
Repeat this process, so that at Step m we obtain g m A I <y S , an extension of g mÀ1 , such that g 2mÀ1 m
where 
and to g m , we obtain a one point extension g mþ1 A AutðR C Þ <y of g m so that
As before, g mþ1 A I <y S follows. Repeat this process a total of mn times, to obtain t ¼ g mn A I <y S . Observe that by the construction if 1 c i c n and m c j c 2m À 1, then
We next show that if 1 c i c n and m c j c 2m À 1, then f ðt j ða i ÞÞ B domðtÞ U ranðtÞ: Clearly, D f V I S J 7 p A P A p . Conversely, if g A 7 p A P A p , then h f ; gi V ½p 0 q for all p A P. So, by Lemma 4.1, h f ; gi is dense in AutðR C Þ and so g A D f V I S . Thus We define g to be the extension of f where gða i; k Þ ¼ a iþ1; k for 1 c i < m þ 1 and 1 c k c m. It is routine to verify that g A I <y . Let h A I V ½g be arbitrary. We will prove that Orbðh; a 1; j Þ 0 Orbðh; a 1; k Þ for all j, k such that 1 c j < k c m. Seeking a contradiction assume that there exist j < k such that a 1; j A Orbðh; a 1; k Þ. This implies that there exists r A Z such that As in the proof of Theorem 1.6, using Lemma 4.1 it is straightforward to show that
It follows that D f V I is comeagre in I.
It remains to prove that I y is comeagre in I. Let It is clear that B n is open in AutðR C Þ Â AutðR C Þ. We will show that B n is dense. Let ð f ; gÞ A AutðR C Þ <y Â AutðR C Þ <y . By the Alice's restaurant property we may choose a set G J W with more than n elements such that G V ½domð f Þ U ranð f Þ U domðgÞ U ranðgÞ ¼ q; and F fa; bg ¼ l 1 for all a A domð f Þ U ranð f Þ U domðgÞ U ranðgÞ and b A G.
If f 1 , g 1 are extensions of f and g such that f 1 ðaÞ ¼ g 1 ðaÞ ¼ a for all a A G, then, by the definition of G, f 1 ; g 1 A AutðR C Þ <y . Moreover, f 1 ; g 1 A B n and so B n is dense in AutðR C Þ Â AutðR C Þ. It follows that B ¼ 7 y n¼1 B n is a comeagre subset of AutðR C Þ Â AutðR C Þ.
We next show that each ð f ; gÞ A B generates a nowhere dense subgroup of AutðR C Þ. Let h A AutðR C Þ <y . It su‰ces to find an extension k A AutðR C Þ <y of h so that h f ; gi V ½k ¼ q. As fixð f Þ V fixðgÞ is infinite, we may choose a A ½fixð f Þ V fixðgÞn½domðhÞ U ranðhÞ:
By the Alice's restaurant property, we can find b 0 a such that k, the extension of h defined by kðaÞ ¼ b, is in AutðR C Þ <y . This is the desired k as f ðaÞ ¼ gðaÞ ¼ a and kðaÞ 0 a. r
